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ECONOMIC AND INDUSTRY STANDING COMMITTEE
INQUIRY INTO THE MANAGEMENT OF WA’S FREIGHT RAIL NETWORK
QUESTIONS ON NOTICE (SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION)
Wednesday, 25 June 2014
Main Roads Western Australia
Question 1: Mr Jan Norberger asked –
How does Main Roads’ $118 million road improvement program marry up with what the Strategic
Grain Network Review (SGNR) would have required and recommended Main Roads undertake in
order to achieve your component of the Brookton Strategy?
Answer:
Following the release of the SGNC report Main Roads commenced a comprehensive ‘field based
review’ using as a platform, the SGNC report and other investigative work which had been
undertaken previously. The review process involved consultation with CBH and those Local
Governments impacted by the discontinuation of Tier 3 rail-lines.
The review was completed in March 2010. The majority of the roads identified in the SGNC Report
had works carried out on them.
However, there were four roads that changed from the original network identified by the SGNC
report which were:
•
•
•
•

Wickepin to Pingelly route (Refer Figure 1.1, Link e)
Yealering to Pingelly route (Refer Figure 1.1, Link j)
Tincurrin to Narrogin route (Refer Figure 1.1, Link m)
Bruce Rock to Yoting to Kellerberrin and Bruce Rock to Doodlakine route (Refer Figure 1.1,
Links g and h).

The alternative routes adopted for investment were:
• Wickepin to Cuballing route (Refer Figure 1.1, Link ee) which replaced the Wickepin to
Pingelly route.
• Yealering to Bulyee route (Refer Figure 1.1, Link jj) which replaced the Yealering to Pingelly
route.
• Tincurrin to Cuballing route (Refer Figure 1.1, Links m, l and ee) which replaced the Tincurrin
to Narrogin route.
• Shackleton to Kellerberrin route (Refer Figure 1.1, Link gh) which replaced the Bruce Rock to
Yoting to Kellerberrin and Bruce Rock to Doodlakine route.
The alternative routes were identified as better options as they enhanced the SGNC findings without
adversely affecting the task of transporting grain from Tier 3 bins to viable rail heads. The key driver
for alternative routes was the major costs that were expected on the original roads due to:
• Works to address stacking distances at rail crossings.
• Undulating nature of some of the roads made them not ideal for the grain road transport task.
• Moving the routes from local roads to state roads in some cases was a more cost effective
approach over the longer term.
• By-passing towns such as Narrogin thus improving amenity.
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Of the four roads that changed from the original network identified by the SGNC report, the
following three were part of the ‘Brookton Strategy’:
• Wickepin to Pingelly route
• Yealering to Pingelly route
• Tincurrin to Narrogin route
The ‘Brookton Strategy’ was a term used in the SGNC report to refer to the road/rail supply chain
in the southern sector of the region where Tier 3 lines were to cease operations. Under the
strategy, grain would be transported from east of Brookton by road to primarily the rail head at
Brookton for transportation to Kwinana by rail thus avoiding an increase in trucks between
Brookton and the Kwinana Terminal.
A plan showing the State and local roads impacted by the Tier 3 rail closures in the Brookton area
is shown on Attachment 1.
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Question 2: Mr Ian Blayney asked –
WALGA commissioned Cardno to develop a local government policy framework relating to the
grain freight task on local government roads. What has been your response to the Cardno study?
Answer:
The intent of the Cardno Report was to develop a local government policy framework that:
• consistently takes the approach of limiting access on local roads for the purpose of carting
grain to being from the point of origin to the nearest State Road or railway; and
• stream-lines route access on local roads for bin to bin and bin to port carting in the grain
growing region of WA.
Local Government contend there was insufficient funding available to construct and maintain the
entire rural local road network to meet the needs of the largest, heaviest class of trucks.
Whilst Cardno’s brief was the entire Wheatbelt, its origins arose from the need to address the
SGNC report and in particular the SGNC’s investigation into viability of the Tier 3 rail lines. If the
rail lines were to be discontinued then the SGNC report provided routes where grain would move
by road from the stranded rail bins to viable rail heads.
The variation between grain freight routes identified in the SGNC report and the Cardno report
were minimal. Within the Tier 3 network area there were only two local roads which were
inconsistent with the SGNC Report.
The roads were:
• Narrogin to Nomans Lake Road.
• Section of Nomans Lake to Tincurrin Road
The Cardno Report proposed that the RAV 3 category should be the default access classification
across the local road network. (A RAV 3 vehicle is a Restricted Access Vehicle with a maximum
length of 27.5 metres and a maximum gross permitted mass of 84 tonnes).
Notwithstanding, Main Roads, Department of Transport and WALGA agreed that some roads
should be re-classified to RAV 4, where this links logically with the State road network to ensure
connectivity and continuity. Some of this work has been carried out. (A RAV 4 vehicle is a
Restricted Access Vehicle with a maximum length of 27.5 metres and a maximum gross permitted
mass of 87.5 tonnes).
The roads that were identified by the SGNC report for upgrade were not based on a RAV
classification (although most of these roads were RAV 4 category), nor was there any design
specification to achieve a particular level of RAV access.
However, Main Roads and WALGA undertook work seeking to ensure that gaps in the RAV
network or connectivity issues were identified. Reassessment of the upgraded road links to gauge
whether or not they can be upgraded to a higher RAV category is in progress.
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Question 3: Mr Peter Tinley asked –
Has the Shire of Kalamunda made an application for Main Roads to consider taking over the
portion of Abernethy Road under its control?
Answer:
Main Roads met with Shire of Kalamunda staff on 6 February 2014 to discuss Abernethy Road and
the process required for getting the road re-classified.
There has been no formal request or any other contact since regarding Abernethy Road.
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Question 4: Mr Jan Norberger asked –
The last review of the allocation of roads between state and local government was done in 1995.
Can you explain why there has been such a distance since the last review? What is the trigger or
prompt for Main Roads to undertake a network wide review?
Answer:
The last major reviews of Main Roads’ road network were undertaken in 1976 and 1995. These
were prompted by the creation of a category of roads called Secondary Roads in 1976 and then
the removal of Secondary Roads in 1995. At this time it was decided to have a state wide review
of all roads, chiefly to ascertain whether some of the Secondary Roads that were local government
responsibility should in fact be state roads. The system Main Roads uses has been in place for
some time and is documented in the “Guidelines for Determining and Assigning Responsibility for
Roads in Western Australia.”
A copy of the Guidelines is attached at Attachment 2.
Part 2 of the Guidelines Administrative Classification of Roads states:
The administrative classification process is used to determine which roads are the responsibility of
the State Government. A request for a classification assessment may be initiated by a Main
Roads’ Region, the Minister for Transport, a government agency (e.g. DoT), local government, or
some other party.
Requests to review the classification of a road should be forwarded to Main Roads’ East Perth
office. If the request is initiated by local government, and the road in question is located across
two or more municipalities, the request must be a joint submission from the local governments
involved.
Requests for a review of the classification of existing roads can occur at any time, however,
proponents must clearly demonstrate the reason or basis for the request in order to justify a
detailed assessment.
Requests should include information on how the function of the road has changed, and the factors
responsible for this change.
The administrative classification process leads into the proclamation process which is detailed in
Part 3 of the Guidelines for Determining and Assigning Responsibility for Roads in Western
Australia.
These guidelines are available on Main Roads website along with other information on road
hierarchy and road assessment.
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Question 5: Mr Jan Norberger asked –
In 2011 the Minister for Transport did not accept the Shire of Narembeen’s request to remove 36.5
metre road trains from its local road network and as a consequence promised $7.678 million to
assist the Shire of Narembeen to upgrade and maintain its roads. Can Main Roads update the
committee on this situation?
Answer:
Main Roads’ original assessment for the Grain Freight Network Package had determined that the
Shire of Narembeen be allocated $7.678 million of the $118 million program. The actual allocation
to the Shire was $8.897 million once Main Roads completed a detailed assessment of the scope of
improvement works required.
As at the end of August 2014, the Shire of Narembeen had spent $4.938 million which is 56 per
cent of the $8.897 million budget allocation. This leaves $3.959 million still to be spent.
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Question 6: Mr Shane Love asked –
What are the criteria used to determine whether a road is classified as a State or Local Road?
Answer:
The assessment criteria are listed in the Guidelines for Determining and Assigning Responsibility
for Roads in Western Australia – Part 2, Section 3 (rural roads) and Section 4 (urban roads).
A copy of the guidelines is attached at Attachment 2.
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Attachment 1 – Question 1
FIGURE 1.1:
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Grain Freight Road Network vs
Road Network Reported in SGNC’s Figure 25 and Table 16

Attachment 2 - Questions 4 and 6

Guidelines for
Determining and Assigning
Responsibility for Roads
in Western Australia

PART 2
ADMINISTRATIVE CLASSIFICATION
ASSESSMENT CRITERIA
Updated August 2011

Road Asset
Planning Branch
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1.

PURPOSE AND STRUCTURE OF THE GUIDELINES

The ‘Guidelines for Determining and Assigning Responsibility for Roads in Western
Australia’ (the Guidelines) assist Main Roads Western Australia (MRWA) to determine,
in conjunction with Local Government, which roads are the responsibility of the State
Government, and to proclaim those roads as either a highway* or main road* in
accordance with the provisions of the Main Roads Act 1930. These roads are often
collectively known as State Roads*. Roads assessed as no longer meeting the criteria
are proclaimed to “cease to be a ‘highway” or a “main road” and are generally referred to
as being “deproclaimed”.
Road responsibility is determined through an administrative classification* process that
classifies public roads according to the function they perform, and assigns responsibility
for the various classes to either the State or Local Government.
The Guidelines contain the policies and procedures associated with this process, and
are applicable when classifying new roads, or reclassifying existing roads. The
Guidelines also provide guidance on the administrative processes associated with the
proclamation* of roads that are determined to be the responsibility of the State
Government.
The Guidelines are structured as follows:
Part 1 Policy for Classification, Proclamation and Transfer of Western Australian Roads;
Part 2 Administrative Classification Assessment Criteria; and
Part 3 MRWA Assessment, Approval, Proclamation and Transfer Processes and
Responsibilities (Internal MRWA use only).
Part 1 of the Guidelines describes MRWA’s policy for determining and assigning road
responsibility. It summarises the current arrangements for road responsibility, together
with background information on how the current arrangements were developed. In
addition, it provides an overview of the process used to transfer responsibility for roads
between local and State government and the obligations of each party in relation to the
condition and configuration of roads being transferred.
The overall Guidelines are not intended to deal in detail with the specifics of road funding
mechanisms, however, Part 1 does provide an overview of the funding responsibilities of
each of the three spheres of Government that provide road funding in WA.
Part 2 of the Guidelines (this document) deals with the administrative classification stage
of the overall process. It outlines underlying road classification principles and
documents the supporting assessment criteria and assessment process. It also provides
information on how a classification review is initiated.
Part 3 of the Guidelines deals with Main Roads’ assessment, approval, proclamation/
deproclamation* and transfer processes for roads. It is an internal Main Roads
document which outlines the process to be followed by Main Roads in formally
assessing and declaring that a road is to be, or cease to be, a ‘highway’ or ‘main road’,
and to proclaim this by publication in the Government Gazette.
Part 3 also lists the information and operational systems within Main Roads that need to
be altered or updated as a result of a change in responsibility for a road, and provides
the mechanism by which those responsible for managing these areas will be advised
when responsibility does change.

* Refer ‘Glossary’ for definition of terms.
MAIN ROADS Western Australia
D06#37996
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2.

ADMINISTRATIVE CLASSIFICATION OF ROADS

The administrative classification process is used to determine which roads are the
responsibility of the State Government. A request for a classification assessment may
be initiated by a Main Roads’ Region, the Minister for Transport, a government agency
(e.g. DPI), local government, or some other party.
Requests to review the classification of a road should be forwarded to Main Roads’
Manager Road Asset Planning (MRAP) at Main Roads’ East Perth office. If the request
is initiated by local government, and the road in question is located across two or more
municipalities, the request must be a joint submission from the local governments
involved. Requests received by a Regional Manager (RM) are to be forwarded to
MRAP.
Requests for a review of the classification of existing roads can occur at any time,
however, proponents must clearly demonstrate the reason or basis for the request in
order to justify a detailed assessment.
Requests should include information on how the function of the road has changed, and
the factors responsible for this change. Any available information in relation to the
assessment criteria listed in Guidelines for Determining and Assigning Responsibility for
Roads in Western Australia – Part 2, Section 3 (rural roads) and Section 4 (urban roads),
should also be provided in support of the request.
The administrative classification process leads into the proclamation process which is
detailed in Part 3 of the Guidelines for Determining and Assigning Responsibility for
Roads in Western Australia.

MAIN ROADS Western Australia
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3.

FUNCTIONAL CLASSIFICATION OF RURAL ROADS

3.1

Overview

Rural roads comprise those roads which are outside the Perth Metropolitan Region
Scheme and outside of major regional cities and towns (urban areas) as defined in
Section 4.1. Where a rural route passes into or through one of these urban areas, the
policy is to retain its prevailing rural functional classification. This avoids the possibility
of having a short section of route in an urban area the responsibility of one sphere of
Government, and the road on both sides of the urban area the responsibility of another.
The functional classification system for rural roads broadly corresponds to the NAASRA
Classes 1-5. However, the definitions for each class have been refined and made more
specific for their application to the rural road network.
Class 1 roads are explicitly designated as the principal routes linking capital cities. This
clearly aligns them with the National Land Transport Network (NLTN), previously called
AusLink and prior to that, National Highways. The definitions for Class 2 and 3 roads
are based on the general concept that population centres act as traffic generators. The
size and degree of interaction between population centres indicates the importance of
roads linking or servicing these centres.
The following sections detail the functional classification principles applicable to rural
roads, together with explanatory notes on the rural functional classification model and
the assessment process.
3.2

Classification Principles for Rural Roads

Class 1: Those roads that are, or will be, the principal route between capital cities.
Class 2: Those roads that are or will be:
 the connection between capital cities and key towns; or
 the connection between key towns where the interaction between towns has a Statewide or national significance.
A Key Town is defined as having a dominating influence over the surrounding region, with
a population greater than 5 000 in agricultural areas, or 3 000 in pastoral or arid areas.
Class 3: Those roads that are, or will be:
 the connection between key towns and important centres;
 the connection between important centres with significant interactions;
 the connection between important centres and Class 1 and 2 roads; or
 the main access to areas of regional tourist or recreational significance.
An Important Centre is defined as a town with a population greater than 500, or other
significant traffic generator (e.g. mining development).
Class 4: Those roads which are neither Class 1, 2 or 3 roads, whose main function is
to:
 provide for efficient movement of people and goods within and beyond regional
areas;
 service commercial or industrial areas in rural areas; or
 provide for local traffic movements and access to abutting property.
Class 5: Those roads which provide almost exclusively for one activity or function, and
cannot be assigned to Classes 1, 2, 3 or 4 (e.g. National Park and dam access roads).

MAIN ROADS Western Australia
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3.3

Classification Criteria for Rural Roads

Six measurement criteria have been developed to reflect the principles in terms of the
desirable functions and characteristics of roads in each class.
3.3.1 Network role
Roads of a higher classification should cater for state-wide and regional traffic
movements over relatively long distances. Lower road classifications should cater for
local traffic movements over shorter distances and the provision of access to abutting
property.
3.3.2 Commercial heavy vehicle routes
Long distance commercial heavy vehicle operations should desirably occur on roads of a
higher classification and be discouraged on local roads.
3.3.3 Connectivity
The road network functions more effectively if it is connected in a hierarchical fashion.
That is, roads should desirably connect to other roads with the same or similar functions.
For example, Class 3 roads should connect with other Class 3 roads, or link Class 2 and
Class 4 roads.
3.3.4 Traffic usage
Roads of a higher classification, being the principal routes between traffic generating
centres, should have higher traffic usage relative to roads of a lower classification in that
region.
3.3.5 Property access
Direct access from adjoining properties to roads of a higher classification should
desirably be limited in recognition of their through traffic function and for traffic safety
reasons.
3.3.6 Route capacity
The higher-class roads should tend to have a greater route capacity. Thus a Class 4
road would have a relatively low route capacity.
3.4

Availability of Data for Scoring Assessment

The quality and availability of data was an important consideration in setting up the
classification assessment model for the above criteria.
Table 3.1 sets out the availability of suitable data in terms of the measurement criteria,
while subsequent sections expand on their application.
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Table 3.1: Data Availability – Rural Roads
Measurement Criteria and Data Availability
Criterion

Data items available

1. Network Role
2. Commercial Heavy Vehicle Routes
(a) Permit Routes
(b) Truck Volumes
3. Connectivity

Population Centres

4. Traffic Usage
5. Property Access
(a) Roadside Land Use
(b) Proposed Road Class
6. Route Capacity

Source: RCR (1993)

3.5

Designated by Main Roads
Number of heavy vehicles/day
End links of road within the proposed
classification system
Annual average daily traffic (AADT)
Roadside land use inventory
Proposed Road Classification system
Average Seal Width

Scoring the Criteria

(a)
Network role
Roads that serve Perth, key towns and/or important centres will have higher
classifications and therefore a higher score.
Connections between:
Perth and other capital cities.
Perth and key towns.
Key town/region and other key towns/regions.
Key towns and important centres.
Important centre and important centres.
Access to major tourist region or site.
Important centre to Class 1/2 road.
Other connections

Source: RCR (1993)

Score
4
3
2
1

(b)
Commercial heavy vehicle routes
The movement of goods by heavy vehicles is vital to the economy. Scoring for this
criterion comprises two components, one based on “permit” vehicles and one based on
heavy vehicle counts. Both scores are added together to give the total score for
commercial heavy vehicle routes.
MRWA issues permits for vehicles exceeding 19 metres in length or 42.5 tonnes gross
mass. Articulated vehicles longer than 19 metres but less than 30 metres are known as
“long vehicles”. Vehicles longer than 30 metres are known as “road trains”.
(i)

Designated long vehicle and road train routes are scored as follows: (Refer
Main Roads “Road Train Application” form MRWA 1258).

MAIN ROADS Western Australia
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Road Train and B Double Route
Types 1
Type 'A' Routes
Type 'B' Routes
Type 'C' and B Double Routes

Source: RCR (1993)

Score

Typical Vehicle
Lengths

3
2
1

> 36.5m
 30m to  36.5
<30m

For new roads, the maximum sized vehicle for which the road has been designed should
be used.
(ii)

Heavy vehicle numbers
The more important routes used by commercial vehicle operators are reflected by
heavy vehicle numbers. A “heavy vehicle” is defined as a vehicle over 4.5 tonnes
gross mass. The traffic counting system adopted by MRWA uses an Austroads
classification system and Class 3 vehicles (2 axle truck or bus equal to or over
4.5 tonnes gross vehicle mass) and above have been adopted as “heavy
vehicles” for the purpose of this criterion score.

Number of Heavy Vehicles
Above 75 vehicles per day (vpd)
25 - 75 vpd
Below 25 vpd

Source: RCR (1993)

Score
3
2
1

(c)
Connectivity
Roads that connect higher class roads to each other should be a higher classification
than roads that only connect lower class roads. Some roads may end and/or start at
intersections that involve various roads of differing classes. In this situation, the road of
the highest class is assumed to be the one with which the road being scored is
connecting to.
Connectivity
Connects a Class 1 or 2 road to a Class 1 or 2
road.
Connects a Class 1 or 2 road to a Class 3 road; or
Connects a Class 3 road to a Class 3 road; or
Connects a Class 3 road to a Class 4 road.
Connects a Class 1 or 2 road to a Class 4 road; or
Connects a Class 4 road to a Class 4 road

Score
3
2
1

Source: RCR (1993)

(d)
Traffic usage
Current traffic count information expressed as an Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADT)
flow (averaged over the road length and excluding roads in country towns) has been
used as an indication of the more important routes. The classification of new roads
should be based on the estimated traffic volume five years after the opening of the road.

1

These road types are no longer used. MRAP, Bob Peters, advised on 30 March 2006 that the
route types could be reasonably equated to the vehicle lengths shown under “Typical Vehicle
Lengths”.
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In the Agricultural Region:

In the Pastoral and Arid Regions:

Traffic

Traffic

Score

Above 500 vpd
301- 500 vpd
151 - 300 vpd
75 - 150 vpd
Below 75 vpd

Source: RCR (1993)

5
4
3
2
1

Score

Above 200 vpd
151 – 200 vpd
101 – 150 vpd
51 – 100 vpd
below 50 vpd

5
4
3
2
1

(e)
Property access
Scoring for this criterion comprises two components. Both scores are added together to
give the total raw score for the property access criterion.
(i)

Access to adjoining properties should be minimised on the higher classes of
road. Scoring for these criteria requires an initial assumption of the final road
classification. If this initial assumption is not confirmed, the score should be
re-assessed accordingly.

Probable road classification
Class 1 or 2
Class 3
Other roads

Source: RCR (1993)

(ii)

Score
3
2
1

Adjacent land use also gives an indication of the density of access points
required.

Adjacent land use
Undeveloped, National Park,
Forestry and Pastoral
Agricultural
Urban

Source: RCR (1993)

Score
2
1
0

(f)
Route capacity
Roads of a higher classification tend to have higher capacities. Seal width is used as an
indicator of capacity.
Seal width
7.0 m and greater
6.0 - 6.9 m
5.0 - 5.9 m
Less than 5.0 m
Unsealed

Source: RCR (1993)

MAIN ROADS Western Australia
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3.6

Scaling and Weighting the Scores

3.6.1 Scale factors
The maximum possible raw score for each criterion is not the same. To use raw scores
in the analysis would introduce an unintended bias or artificial weighting to advantage
those criteria with a higher possible raw score. To overcome this problem, raw scores
are multiplied by a scale factor to give all scores an equivalent rating out of six, as shown
in Table 3.2 below.
Table 3.2: Scale Factors – Rural Roads
Criterion
Network role
Commercial heavy vehicle
routes
Connectivity
Traffic usage
Property access
Route Capacity

Source: RCR (1993)

Maximum raw
score

Scale
factor

New maximum

4

1.5

6

6

1.0

6

3
5
5
5

2.0
1.2
1.2
1.2

6
6
6
6

3.6.2 Criterion priority or weighting
An important part of any multi-criteria technique is the relative importance of each
criterion. In assessing the classification of a road, some of the criteria will be more
important than others. For this reason, the weightings shown in Table 3.3 below have
been adopted.
Table 3.3: Relative weighting or priority of criteria - Rural roads
Criterion
Network role
Commercial heavy vehicle
routes
Connectivity
Traffic usage
Property access
Route Capacity

Source: RCR (1993)

Weighting factor
2.3
1.8
1.4
1.3
1.1
1.0

3.6.3 Weighted score
Because the raw score has to be corrected for the scale factor and the relative
weighting, the resulting score that is used in the assessment is called the ‘weighted
score’. This consists of the raw score multiplied by the scale factor and the weighting
factor. The resulting scaled weights are shown in Table 3.4 below.
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Table 3.4: Scaled Weights – Rural Roads
Criterion
Network role
Commercial heavy
vehicle routes
Connectivity
Traffic usage
Property access
Route Capacity

Source: RCR (1993)

Scale factor

Weighting factor

Scaled weights

1.5

2.3

3.45

1.0

1.80

1.80

2.0
1.2
1.2
1.2

1.4
1.3
1.1
1.0

2.80
1.56
1.32
1.20

The weighted score for each criterion (i.e. the raw score x the scaled weight above) are
then summed to give the total weighted score for the road. This is then used to assess
its functional classification.
3.6.4 Classification threshold scores
As detailed in Part 1, the functional classification system provides for five classes of rural
roads, with the following administrative responsibilities:




State Government (likely NLTN funding contribution): - Class 1 roads
State Government: - Class 2 and 3 roads
Local Government: - Class 4 and 5* roads

(* Excluding class 5 roads within State Forests and National Parks, which remain
the responsibility of relevant state agencies.)
As the Commonwealth defines Class 1 roads (i.e. the NLTN), the key requirement is to
determine the boundaries between class 2 & 3 roads, and between Class 3 & 4 roads
(Class 5 roads being determined by definition).
In order to determine appropriate weighted scores between these classes, MRWA
(1993) chose a number of roads as being representative of each functional class. The
weighted scores achieved by these “representative” roads gave an understanding of the
relationship between those scores and the functional differences of the roads. From this
information threshold scores were determined for each of the criteria.
Tables 3.5 and 3.6 below show the individual criterion threshold scores (and overall
total) for rural roads between functional classes 2 and 3 and between functional classes
3 and 4.
Table 3.5: Rural Roads – Class 2/3 Threshold scores
Criterion
Network Role
Heavy Vehicles
Connectivity
Traffic Usage
Property Access
Route Capacity
TOTAL

Source: RCR (1993)
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Table 3.6: Rural Roads – Class 3/4 Threshold scores
Criterion
Network Role
Heavy Vehicles
Connectivity
Traffic Usage
Property Access
Route Capacity
TOTAL

Threshold score
6.90
5.40
4.20
3.12
2.64
3.60
26

Source: RCR (1993)

In summary, the functional classification thresholds for rural roads are depicted as
follows:
Weighted
Score
50

Class 2

40
Class 3

30
26
20

Class 4

3.6.5 Marginal range between classes of road
When the Road Classification Review (MRWA, 1993) was being conducted, a sensitivity
analysis was undertaken in respect of the three key areas - weightings, criteria and
threshold scores. The road classification methodology was shown to be stable, with only
minor movements between the new road classes for a change of plus or minus 20
percent in weightings.
Further analysis checked the importance of each criterion on the classification; it was
found that the sensitivity of the result to the removal of each parameter one at a time,
was roughly in proportion to the weightings.
The sensitivity analysis was used to determine a “marginal range” for each road class, as
follows:
Class 2 to3
Class 3 to 4




38 – 40
24 – 26

The threshold scores and marginal ranges for rural roads are therefore depicted as
follows:
Score
40

26

State Highways
Class 2
Marginal Range
38 – 40

Marginal Range
24 – 26

State Main Roads
Class 3
Local Roads
Class 4

This marginal range is used to identify the roads to be subjected to a ‘Moderation
Analysis’ (see Section 5).
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4.

FUNCTIONAL CLASSIFICATION OF URBAN ROADS

4.1

Overview

Urban roads comprise those roads within the Perth metropolitan area and other urban
areas as defined below.
The Perth metropolitan area has been defined as the area within the Metropolitan
Region Scheme (MRS) boundary. This is consistent with the Australian Bureau of
Statistics definition.
Regional cities and towns are considered as urban areas if they meet the following
definition: “An area which reflects significant urban characteristics of residential,
industrial, commercial and service centres, and with a resident population greater than
5 000 people.”
The functional classification system for urban roads broadly corresponds to the NAASRA
Classes 6-9. However, as for rural roads, the definitions for each class have been
refined and made more specific for their application to the urban road network.
As described in Section 3.1, where major rural routes pass into or through these urban
areas, the policy is to retain the prevailing rural classification in order to avoid the
potential for short sections of the same route having a change in road responsibility. In
the Perth metropolitan area, this same approach has been applied to Class 1 roads (the
National Land Transport Network {NLTN}).
The following sections detail the functional classification principles for urban roads,
together with explanatory notes on the urban classification review model and the
assessment process.
4.2

Classification Principles for Urban Roads

Class 6: Those roads that are, or will be:
 the principal route for long distance traffic and freight movements to, from and across
urban areas;
 servicing significant commercial and industrial centres in urban areas;
 servicing major transport terminals in urban areas; or
 the connection to major rural routes (Class 1 & 2).
A significant commercial or industrial centre is defined as a concentration of enterprises,
which are the primary focus of activity in an urban area. Such areas in Perth would
include the Perth Central Area, Strategic Regional Centres and Strategic Industrial
Centres as defined in Metroplan.
A major transport terminal is defined as a sea port, airport, railway or road freight centre,
which provides a focus for transporting people and freight to and from an urban area.
Class 7: Those roads that are, or will be:
 supplementary routes to Class 6 roads for significant intra-urban traffic movements;
or
 servicing other commercial or industrial centres in urban areas.
Other commercial and industrial centres are second order concentrations of commercial
or industrial activity in an urban area.
Class 8: Those roads which are neither Class 6 or 7 roads, whose main function is to
provide for local traffic movements and access to abutting property.
Class 9: Those roads that provide almost exclusively for one activity or function and
which cannot be assigned to Classes 6, 7 or 8 (e.g. dam access roads).
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4.3

Classification Criteria for Urban Roads

Seven measurement criteria have been developed to reflect the Principles in terms of
the desirable functions and characteristics of roads in each class.
4.3.1 Network role
Roads of a higher classification should cater for state-wide and regional traffic
movements over relatively long distances. Lower road classifications should cater for
local traffic movements over shorter distances and the provision of access to abutting
property.
4.3.2 Commercial heavy vehicle routes
Long distance commercial heavy vehicle operations should desirably occur on roads of a
higher classification and be discouraged on local roads.
4.3.3 Route capacity
Roads of a higher classification may tend to be higher capacity routes, with relatively
higher operating speeds and traffic volumes. Lower classes of road may tend to have
lower capacities with lower operating speeds and traffic volumes.
4.3.4 Bus routes
Major bus movements, including express buses, should desirably occur on roads of a
higher classification. See D08#78351 for copy of Strategic Bus Routes.
4.3.5 Property access
Direct access from adjoining properties to roads of a higher classification should
desirably be limited in recognition of their through traffic function and for traffic safety
reasons. Due to the historical development of some major roads in urban areas, they
may not currently comply with this criterion. Planning policies may nevertheless be
directed towards this goal in the longer term.
4.3.6 Connectivity
The road network functions more effectively if it is connected in a hierarchical fashion.
That is, roads should desirably connect to other roads with the same or similar functions.
For example, Class 6 roads should connect with other Class 6 roads or link Class 6 and
Class 7 roads.
4.3.7 Pedestrian/cyclist provisions
Roads of a higher classification should desirably provide for separate pedestrian/cyclist
facilities, while lower classes of road may not have any special provision for cyclists.
4.4

Availability of Data for Scoring Assessment

The quality and availability of data was an important consideration in setting up the
classification assessment model for the above criteria. Table 4.1 sets out the availability
of suitable data in terms of the proposed measurement criteria, while subsequent
sections expand on their application.
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Table 5.1: Data Availability – Urban Roads
Measurement Criteria and Data Availability
Criterion
1. Network Role
(a) Mobility
(b) Traffic
(c) Serves significant commercial and
industrial centres; transport terminals
2. Commercial Heavy Vehicle Routes
(a) Permit Routes
(b) Truck Volumes
3. Route Capacity
4. Bus Routes

5. Property Access
6. Connectivity
(a) Hierarchy
(b) Rural/Urban Class Change
7. Pedestrians and Cyclists
Source: RCR (1993)

4.5

Data Item
Population Centres
AADT
Heavy vehicles/day
Metroplan or State Planning Strategy
Designated by Main Roads
Number of heavy vehicles per day
Number of Lanes
Total Pavement Width
Average Speed
Transperth Bus Routes
(Country Urban also)
(see D08#78351 for Perth Strategic
Bus Routes)
Roadside land use inventory
Functional Class
Commonwealth Class by Inspection
The Perth Bicycle Network Plan
Rural Urban Centres – Bike Plans if
available

Scoring the Criteria

(a)
Network Role
Scoring for this criterion comprises two components that are added together to give the
raw score for network role.
i)

Roads which connect and serve significant commercial and industrial centres,
such as Perth Central Area, Strategic Regional Centres and Industrial Centres,
as well as major transport terminals as defined in Metroplan would have the
higher road classification.

Network role
Long distance connections between:
 Perth Central Area and Strategic Regional
Centres
 Strategic Regional Centres
Connection between:
 Transport Terminals
 Strategic Regional Centres and other
Regional Centres

Score
4

3

Source: RCR (1993)
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ii)

As an indicator of the more heavily trafficked routes, an AADT figure of 15 000
vpd is used. The classification of new roads should be based on the estimated
traffic volume five years after the opening of the road.

AADT
 15 000 vpd
< 15 000 vpd

Source: RCR (1993)

Score
2
1

(b)
Commercial heavy vehicle routes
The movement of goods by heavy vehicles is vital to the economy. Scoring for this
criterion comprises two components, one based on “permit” vehicles and one based on
heavy vehicle counts. Both scores are added together to give the total score for
commercial heavy vehicle routes.
MRWA issues permits for vehicles exceeding 19m in length or 42.5 tonnes gross mass.
B Doubles and articulated vehicles with one trailer are known as “long vehicles”.
Vehicles longer than 30m are known as “road trains”.
i)

Designated road train and long vehicle routes (refer Main Roads “Road Train
Application” form MRWA 1258) are scored as follows:

Road Train and Long Vehicle Routes

Score

Yes
No

2
1

Source: RCR (1993)

ii)

Heavy vehicle numbers
The more important routes used by commercial vehicle operators are reflected by
heavy vehicle numbers. A “heavy vehicle” is defined as a vehicle over 4.5 tonnes
gross mass. The traffic counting system adopted by MRWA uses an Austroads
classification system and Class 3 vehicles (2 axle truck or bus equal to or over
4.5 tonnes gross vehicle mass) and above have been adopted as a “heavy
vehicle” for the purpose of this criterion score.

Number of Heavy Vehicles
> 1 000 vpd
500 vpd - 1 000 vpd
< 500 vpd

Source: RCR (1993)
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(c)
Route Capacity
Roads of a higher classification tend to have higher capacities. Capacity has been
related to the number of trafficable lanes.
No of traffic lanes
6 lanes
4 lanes
2 lanes

Source: RCR (1993)

Score
3
2
1

(d)
Bus Routes
Transperth determine major bus routes with the emphasis on bus mobility, serving
important bus terminals, and a frequency of greater than one bus per hour.
(see D08#78351 for Perth Strategic Bus Routes map)
The criterion relates to the frequency of service. Transit ways provide for a regional bus
link with over 100 buses per day.
A community link runs between one bus per hour and 100 buses per day.
No major/important bus routes relate to a frequency of less than one bus per hour.
Type of bus route
Transit ways
Community Link
No major/important bus route

Source: RCR (1993)

Score
3
2
1

(e)
Property Access
Frontage access to adjoining properties should be limited on the higher classes of roads.
Higher classes of roads emphasise traffic mobility, the lower classes of roads emphasise
property access. Within the Metropolitan Area State Planning Commission Policy No DC
5.2 categorises roads in the Metropolitan Region Scheme for which different access
provisions will apply.
The following categories of road have been used: Type of access

Score

No Access
Limited Access
Unlimited Access

3
2
1

Source: RCR (1993)
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(f)
Connectivity
Roads that connect higher functional class roads to each other should be a higher
classification compared to roads that only connect lower functional class roads. Some
roads may end and/or start at intersections with roads of differing classes. In this
situation the road with the highest class is assumed to be the one which the road being
scored is connected to.
Connectivity

Score

Connects a Class 6 road to a Class 6 road or a Class 1
road to a Class 6 road.
Connects a Class 1 road to a Class 7 road or a
Class 7 road to a Class 7 road or a
Class 7 road to a Class 6 road or a
Class 7 road to a Class 8 road.
Connects a Class 1 road to a Class 8 road or a
Class 8 road to a Class 6 road or a
Class 8 road to a Class 8 road.

3
2

1

Source: RCR (1993)

(g)
Pedestrians & Cyclists
The Perth Bicycle Network Plan has identified "on road" riding environments for cyclists
on the Metropolitan road network. The riding environment ratings are a measure of the
suitability of the road pavement for shared use by all cyclists and motor vehicles. All
cyclists include young children and those with limited experience.
It is assumed that where on road cycling and other vehicle use are compatible, the score
would be 1. The score increases as the modal mix becomes less desirable, up to a
score of 4, where, on Freeways, cycling on road is not permitted.
Cycling environment
Cyclists Not Permitted
(Under the Road Traffic Code)
Poor cycling environment
Medium cycling environment
Good cycling environment

Source: RCR (1993)

4.6

Score
4
3
2
1

Scaling and Weighting the Scores

4.6.1 Scale factors
The maximum possible score for each criterion is not the same. To use raw scores in
the analysis would introduce an unintended bias or artificial weighting to advantage
those criteria with a higher possible raw score. To overcome this problem, raw scores
are multiplied by a scale factor to give all scores an equivalent rating out of six, as shown
in Table 4.2 below.
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Table 4.2: Scale Factors – Urban Roads
Criterion

Maximum raw
score

Scale
factor

New maximum

6

1.0

6

5

1.2

6

3
3
3
3
4

2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
1.5

6
6

Network role
Commercial heavy vehicle
routes
Route capacity
Bus routes
Property access
Connectivity
Cycling/pedestrians

Source: RCR (1993)

6
6

4.6.2 Criterion priorities or weightings
An important part of any multi-criteria technique is the relative importance of each
criterion. In assessing the classification of a road some of the criteria will be more
important than others. For this reason, the weightings shown in Table 4.3 below have
been adopted.
Table 4.3: Relative weighting or priority of criteria - Urban roads
Criterion
Network role
Commercial heavy vehicle
routes
Route capacity
Bus routes
Property access
Connectivity
Cycling/pedestrians

Source: RCR (1993)

Weighting factor
3.6
2.7
2.4
2.0
1.8
1.6
1.0

4.6.3 Weighted score
Because the raw score has to be corrected for the scale factor and the relative
weighting, the resulting score that is used in the assessment is called the weighted
score. This consists of the raw score multiplied by the scale factor and the weighting
factor. These factors are shown in Table 4.4 below.
Table 4.4: Scaled Weights – Urban Roads
Criterion
Network role
Commercial heavy vehicle routes
Route capacity
Bus routes
Property access
Connectivity
Cycling/pedestrians

Source: RCR (1993)

Scale factor

Weighting factor

Scaled weights

1.0
1.2
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
1.5

3.6
2.7
2.4
2.0
1.8
1.6
1.0

3.60
3.24
4.80
4.00
3.60
3.20
1.50

The weighted score for each criterion (i.e. the raw score x the scaled weight above) are
then summed to give the total weighted score for the road. This is then used to assess
its functional classification.
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4.6.4 Classification threshold scores
As detailed in Part 1 of the Manual, the functional classification system provides for five
classes of roads in the urban areas, with the following administrative responsibilities:




State Government (likely NLTN contribution): - Class 1 roads
State Government: - Class 6
Local Government: - Class 7, 8 and 9 roads

(* Excluding class 9 roads within State Forests and National Parks, Kings Park &
Rottnest Island, which remain the responsibility of relevant State agencies.)
As the Commonwealth defines Class 1 roads (i.e. the NLTN), the key requirement is to
determine the boundaries between Class 6 & 7 roads. (Class 9 roads being determined
by definition).
In order to determine appropriate weighted scores between these classes, in 1993
MRWA chose a number of roads as being representative of each functional class. The
weighted scores achieved by these ‘representative’ roads gave an understanding of the
relationship between those scores and the functional differences of the roads. From this
information, threshold scores were determined for each criterion.
Table 4.5 below shows the individual criterion threshold scores for urban roads between
functional classes 6 and 7, as well as the overall total.
Table 4.5: Urban Roads – Class 6/7 Threshold scores
Criterion
Network Role
Heavy Vehicles
Route Capacity
Bus Routes
Property Access
Connectivity
Cycling/Pedestrians
TOTAL

Threshold score
18.00
12.96
9.60
4.00
7.20
6.40
3.00
61

Source: RCR (1993)

In summary, the functional classification threshold for urban roads is depicted as follows:

Weighted
Score
70
Class 6

61
Class 7/8

50
4.6.5 Marginal range between classes of road
When the Road Classification Review (MRWA, 1993) was being conducted, a sensitivity
analysis was undertaken in respect of the three key areas, weightings, criteria and
threshold scores. The road classification methodology was shown to be stable, with only
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minor movements between the new road classes for a change of plus or minus 20
percent in weightings.
Further analysis checked the importance of each criterion on the classification; it was
found that the sensitivity of the result to the removal of each parameter one at a time was
roughly in proportion to the weightings.
As a final check on the stability of the model, the Class 6/7 and Class 7/8 threshold
scores were raised and lowered by about 30 percent of the difference between the
maximum and minimum scores for all roads in each class. The change in road length for
each class was about 6 percent of the total of all roads assessed. The sensitivity curve
was shown to be fairly flat, indicating that the model results are not very sensitive to
small changes in the threshold scores adopted.
The sensitivity analysis was used to determine a “marginal range” for each road class,
as follows:


Class 6 to7

56 – 61

The threshold scores and marginal range for urban roads are depicted as follows:
Score
61

State Highways
Class 6
Marginal range
56 – 61

Local Roads
Class 7 & 8

This marginal range is used to identify the roads to be subjected to a ‘Moderation
Analysis’ (see Section 5).
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5.

MODERATION ANALYSIS

A moderation analysis allows closer examination in cases where its classification would
be inconsistent with the general perception of the role of the road, or not necessarily
compatible with future transport strategies or planned development of the network.
The moderation analysis takes into account any information and factors that may not
have been fully captured within the scoring methodology, by:
 conducting a ‘Concordance Analysis’ for sections that fall within the marginal range;
 considering the function of the road in the context of the provisions of the Main Roads
Act 1930;
 considering broader strategic and regional development factors;
 comparing the result of the functional classification assessment with roads of similar
function in the road network; and
 assessing the influence that programmed major road projects will have on the overall
network and the road in question.
5.1

Concordance Analysis

A concordance analysis is conducted if a road’s assessment score falls within the
marginal range (refer Section 3.6.5, Rural roads, and Section 4.6.5, Urban roads). The
marginal range was determined through a sensitivity analysis and allows for the fact that
a simple summation of the weighted criterion scores may overlook the situation where
the aggregate weighted score is less than the overall threshold score, but the majority of
individual criterion scores exceed their respective threshold scores. This test checks all
criteria for each road, and determines which criterion exceed the respective threshold
criterion score prescribed in Tables 3.5 and 3.6 (rural roads) and Table 4.5 (urban
roads).
Where a criterion threshold is exceeded, a concordance score of +1 is awarded.
Similarly, where the criterion score is below the threshold score a concordance score of –
1 is awarded, and where it is equalled a concordance score of 0 is given.
If the sum of the concordance scores is equal to or greater than 0, this means that at
least half of the individual assessment criterion suggest that the road has a similar
function to that of a ‘representative’ road of the higher functional class (refer Section
3.6.4, Rural roads, and Section 4.6.4, Urban roads). This aspect should be taken into
account when considering other factors in the moderation analysis, with particular
reference to the types of criteria that exceed their individual threshold.
Concordance examples
Example 1 - Road ‘A’ scores 24.2, which is below the class 3 to 4 threshold of 26, but is
within the marginal range of 24 to 26, with a concordance equal to 0.

3 to 4
Threshold
score
Weighted
score for
road “A”

Concordance

Networ
k Role

Heavy
Vehicle
s

Connectivity

Traffic
Usag
e

Propert
y
Access

Route
Capacity

Total

6.90

5.40

4.20

3.12

2.64

3.60

26

3.45

7.20

4.20

3.12

2.64

3.60

24.2

-1

+1

0

0

0

0

0
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Example 2 - Road ‘B’ scores 24.46 and is within the marginal range of 24 to 26, but with
a concordance below of -1.
Networ
k Role

Heavy
Vehicle
s

Connectivity

Traffic
Usag
e

Propert
y
Access

Route
Capacity

6.90

5.40

4.20

3.12

2.64

3.60

26

6.90

5.40

2.80

3.12

2.64

3.60

24.46

0

0

-1

0

0

0

-1

3 to 4
Threshold
score
Weighted
score for
road “B”

Concordance

Total

Example 3 - Urban road ‘C’ scores 59.6, which is below the class 6/7 threshold of 61, but
is within the marginal range of 55 to 61 and has a concordance of equal to 0.

6 to 7
Threshold
score
Weighted
score for
road “C”
Concordan
ce

Networ
k Role

Heavy
Vehicles

Route
Capacity

Bus
Routes

Propert
y
Access

Connectivity

Cycling/
Pedestrian
s

TOTAL

18.00

12.96

9.60

4.00

7.20

6.40

3.00

61.00

18.00

16.20

4.8

4.00

7.20

6.40

3.00

59.60

0

+1

-1

0

0

0

0

0

Example 4 - Urban road ‘D’ scores 57.92, which is below the class 6/7 threshold of 61,
but is within the marginal range of 55 to 61, with a concordance of -1.

6 to 7
Threshold
score
Weighted
score for
road “C”
Concordan
ce

5.2

Networ
k Role

Heavy
Vehicles

Route
Capacity

Bus
Routes

Propert
y
Access

Connectivity

Cycling/
Pedestrian
s

TOTAL

18.00

12.96

9.60

4.00

7.20

6.40

3.00

61.00

18.00

9.72

9.60

4.00

7.20

6.40

3.00

57.92

0

-1

0

0

0

0

0

-1

Main Roads Act 1930

Section 13 of the Main Roads Act 1930 specifies the factors that should be taken into
account when considering if a road should be declared a highway or a main road. The
criteria used in the functional assessment process were developed consistent with the
intent of the Act. However, there may be some situations where the assessment
process does not fully capture some aspect of a road’s function that is relevant in
determining its correct classification. A closer examination of the provisions of the Act
may assist in these situations. The factors for consideration are:
 In the case of highways:
(a) The moneys available or likely to be available for highways;
(b) Whether the road is or will be the direct connection between the capital of this
and any other State;
(c) Whether the road is or will be the principal route between the capital and the
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major producing regions of the State;
(d) Whether the road is or will be the principal route between two or more of the
major producing regions or major centres of population of the State; and
(e) Whether the road is or will be the principal route for high volume traffic
movements within large urban areas.
 In the case of main roads:
(a) The moneys available or likely to be available for main roads;
(b) Whether the road is or will be the main route connecting any large producing
area, or any area capable of becoming in the near future a large producing area,
with its market or closest port or railway station;
(c) Whether the road is or will be the main route of intercommunication between two
or more large producing areas, or areas capable of becoming in the near future
large producing areas, or between large centres of population; and
(d) Whether the road is or will be a major route for high volume traffic movements
within large urban areas.
5.3

Strategic and Regional Development Factors

The significance of roads servicing major centres, port facilities and intermodal transport
centres are covered in the assessment methodology described above. However, other
factors which may also need to be considered include the development of:
 regional tourist attractions;
 strategic resource areas (e.g. agriculture, minerals, petroleum); and
 areas of strategic defence/national security importance.
These may influence the function and role of roads in the network over and above
current traffic patterns and should therefore be considered in the final assessment.
5.4

Road Network Comparisons

The results of the scoring assessment should be compared with roads of similar function
to ensure consistency of road classifications within a region and between adjoining
regions.
5.5

Programmed Major Road Projects

The construction of a major road project has the potential to alter the function of other
roads in the network. Therefore the MRWA construction program should be checked to
see if there are any major projects programmed for completion in the next five years that
might impact on the function of the road being assessed.
If there are, the road should also be assessed with the new road in the network to
determine if its classification is likely to change once the new road is constructed. If it is,
the classification following construction of the new road will generally be the most
appropriate to adopt. If the road in question is an existing road, the proponent should be
advised that the classification will be re-assessed when the major project is complete.
Planned major road projects that are beyond the five year time span can also be
considered where they are included in the Metropolitan Region Scheme and other
regional planning schemes. However, where these planned roads are particularly long
term (i.e. greater than 10 years) the classification assessment should be based on the
current road network.
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APPENDIX A
Glossary
Administrative Classification
The process by which roads are arranged into different classes based on the function
the road performs, for the purpose of assigning responsibility for the road to State or
local government.
Highway
The term ‘highway’ is generally used in this document in the context of its meaning in the
Main Roads Act 1930.
Main Road
The term ‘main road’ is generally used in this document in the context of its meaning in
the Main Roads Act 1930.
State Road
A generic term used to collectively refer to proclaimed ‘highways’ and ‘main roads’.
Proclamation
The process of formally declaring a road to be, or cease to be, either as a ‘highway’ or
‘main road’ in accordance with the provisions of the Main Roads Act 1930. It involves
the preparation of the required proclamation papers by MRWA for presentation to the
Hon. Minister for Planning and Infrastructure for endorsement. These papers are then
formally approved by Executive Council (the supreme decision making body of the
Executive arm of government, consisting of the Governor and the Ministers of the
Crown) and a proclamation notice published in the Government Gazette.
Deproclamation
The common use term for roads being proclaimed under Section 13 of the Main Roads
Act 1930 to “cease to be either a ‘highway’ or a ‘main road’”.
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